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“A
ren’t you afraid of doing this work?”

This is the line that I always hear 

from relatives and friends. I 

understand them. I understand their fear 

and silence. Ever since I was born, corruption 

(especially vote buying) has been a culture 

in our politics. It has been engraved in our 

blood that it almost replaced the Maratabat 

of true leadership inspired by the Prophet 

Muhammad (SAW)—a kind of leadership 

that is deeply rooted and flourishes in our 

soul. 

With this culture, people became powerless 

and ignorant of social accountability. How 

can it be so when they already sold their 

rights to one greedy man who can harm 

anyone—me or even his closest kin—in the 

name of this kingly position? 

But after catching a glimpse of hope from a 

new-found governance, people may recover 

the “Islamic Pride” that they have been 

fighting for many decades now.

Bangsamoro and Islamic 
Governance: Who Are We?

Islamic Governance came into existence 

after the Sahaba’s moral, ethical and religious 

embodiment of Islam—that is, it started as 

a form of self-practice and it automatically 

came into existence because of the need 

for it in Muslim society. However, in this 

society, women, slaves, and infant girls were 

deprived of rights. Thus, the emergence 

of a promised last prophet was a necessity 

to reform the immoral and unethical law of 

this existing society. Though the Arabs had 

a tribal way of governance prior to Prophet 

Muhammad’s emergence, it is not at all 

ethical and moral.

Bangsamoro consists of two words: Bangsa 

which means ‘Nation’ and Moro which, 

A Moro G-Watcher
Photo source: Office of the Presidential Adviser on the Peace Process 
(https://peace.gov.ph/2018/03/bangsamoro-women-appeal-congress-pass-bbl/)
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according to historians, refers to the 

Muslim people who invaded Spain in the 

8th century. Geographically, the 

Bangsamoro Autonomous Region in 

Muslim Mindanao (BARMM) encompasses 

the provinces of Basilan (except Isabela 

City), Lanao Del Sur, Maguindanao, Sulu, 

and Tawi-Tawi, as well as Marawi City, 

Lamitan City, Cotabato City and sixty-

three barangays (villages, the lowest 

administrative unit or local government) in 

Cotabato (Zachary and Luke 2020). 

The Bangsamoro people had their own 

form of government called the “sultanate” 

prior to the conquest of the Spaniards 

who then had their own dealings with the 

Muslims in Spain. But there is more to 

these well-known facts than meets the eye. 

Bangsamoro is so vital to the Muslim nation 

because of centuries of self-identity—an 

identity that is so pure and so deep that it 

has remained authentic, untainted with 

foreign influence, and continues to inspire 

people to stand up in defense of their 

heritage from foreign invaders.

Moral Governance: BARMM’s 
Final Resort

Indonesia has a diversity of views in terms 

of religion and politics. But even this 

country has groups that are fighting for an 

Islamic State. For Munawir Syadzali, who 

served as the Minister of Religion for two 

consecutive terms (1983-1993), there are 

no clear indications of the term “Islamic 

State” (Dawlah Islamiyyah) in both the 

Qur’an and the Sunnah (Tradition). Rather, it 

emerged as a modern phenomenon and as 

a product of the Muslim world’s encounter 

with Western colonialism (Effendy 2006). 

Syadzali further pointed out that no 

formal declaration of an Islamic State was 

ever made during the period of classical 

Photo source: https://bangsamoro.gov.ph/news/latest-news/barmm-parliament-approves-resolution-on-1st-bangsamoro-development-plan/
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and medieval Islam. One reason for not 

implementing this kind of governance is 

that Islamic Governance, as Indonesia’s 

first President Sukarno states, will always 

exist as long as “the spirit and flame of 

Islam is still burning in their hearts” (ibid.). 

Sukarno further asserted that there 

should be a unifying principle applicable 

to the diverse citizens of Indonesia called 

Pancasila (Five Principles) with ‘Belief in 

One God’ as its core principle (ibid.). This 

concept may not fully correspond to 

the idea of the Islamic State, but it does 

sound Islamic, and that makes Indonesia 

progressive.

From his numerous Hadith (Narrations), 

the Prophet Muhammad only mentioned 

one reason why he was sent for mankind: “I 

have only been sent to cultivate good moral 

character” (Musnad Ahmad) (IslamToday.net 

2014). This is because when a person has 

this strong sense of good moral character, 

every domain he puts his affairs into are 

considered Halal (Lawful). 

The new BARRM government has learned 

so much from Indonesia and its struggle 

for Islamic governance and its adoption 

of the Pancasila to unify its diverse people. 

That is why the Bangsamoro leadership has 

formulated a unifying principle that is not an 

Islamic State but can be acknowledged by 

diverse people—Moral Governance.

According to BARRM Education Minister 

Iqbal Mohagher: “The principle of Moral 

Governance, which is inspired by teachings 

on Islamic Leadership, shall guide all actions 

of the Bangsamoro Government; in a 

nutshell, this principle is about employing 

ethical values in governance. Every official 

or leader must effectively and efficiently 

implement lawful programs for the people’s 

general welfare. Moreover, commitment 

to Moral Governance means shunning all 

forms of graft and corruption” (Iqbal 2020: 

5).

Minister Iqbal’s statement puts all the pieces 

of the puzzle in their proper places—either 

you are moral and would shun all filthy 

deceiving action or you remain immoral 

and continue with your dirty actions. Thus, 

there is no other way but to be moral in 

governance.

Programs on Moral 
Governance

BARMM is currently implementing several 

programs, but I would like to emphasize 

those that are being implemented during 

this pandemic.

One noteworthy effort is the initiative of 

the BARRM Ministry of the Interior and 

Local Government (BARRM-MILG) called 

Strengthening Local Government Unit’s 

Capacities towards Moral Local Governance. 

This program, which began on June 9, 2020, 

has trained the first batch of local chief 

executives from 12 municipalities of the 
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region. The sessions are meant to help 

the participants internalize the concept 

of Moral Governance and the MILG 

Framework, as well as learn the basics 

of local legislation and the fundamentals 

of financial management. The aim of this 

program was clearly pointed out by MILG 

Minister Atty. Naguib Sinarimbo who 

said that, “Skills and moral side should be 

in accordance to the Sunnah or teaching 

of the prophet Muhammad (SAW). And 

the Qur’an serves as the guidance for 

the LGUs in providing moral governance” 

(Bangsamoro Information Office 2020a).

Under the Ministry of Public Works 

(MPW), e-BARMM (Expanded BARMM 

Road Mapping and Management System) 

was initiated to strengthen accountability 

and transparency in the region. According 

to MPW Assistant Secretary Engineer 

Danilo Ong, this initiative, which features 

geo-tagging and road mapping, “can be 

used to avoid duplication of proposed 

projects” (Bangsamoro Information Office 

2019).

Chief Minister Murad Ibrahim also said 

that since BARMM is pursuing moral 

governance, the government has the duty 

to let our people know where their money 

is going. “We want to make sure that the 

Bangsamoro Government is felt by the 

people,” he further said (ibid.). 

Animated by their sense of service, the 

BARRM government, in partnership with 

the national government, formed the 

Inter-Agency Task Force on COVID-19 

(IATF). According to the Italian Institute 

for International Political Studies, BARMM 

has so far released Php1.9 billion (US$38 

million) for their COVID-19 response, 

including Php155 million (US$3.1 

million) that was given to various local 

government units (LGU) for their massive 

relief operations. The Cotabato Regional 

Medical Center (CRMC) was accredited 

as a COVID-19 testing laboratory and is 

one of several hospitals to receive Php14.1 

million (US$282,000) for staff training and 

procurement of diagnostic test laboratory 

equipment (Baraguir 2020). 

To ensure the effectiveness of its 

COVID-19 response, BARMM has  

adopted the whole-of-government 

approach involving LGUs, line agencies, 

and different sectors of the community. 

This gave rise to innovations like 

Lanao Del Sur’s digital thematic 

overlay maps (to monitor the spread 

of the disease) and Maguindanao’s 

refurnishing of an abandoned medical 

facility into a COVID-19 isolation 

center. There are also quarantine 

facilities reserved for overseas Filipino 

workers residing in the region (ibid.). 

To further strengthen the platform 

for transparency efforts in this time of 

pandemic, BARMM’s Bureau of Public 

Information also launched several 

initiatives to ensure transparency and the 
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effective dissemination of vital information. 

These include Readi-BARMM (Rapid 

Emergency Action on Disaster Incidence) 

and Kapihan sa Bangsamoro and Radyo 

Bangsamoro (Jannaral 2019). 

These programs have been initiated by the 

regional government, but those who made 

it possible are ordinary citizens from 

different sectors of the region, especially 

my fellow Bangsamoro youth who, at this 

moment, are undertaking relief efforts 

in rural areas of Lanao Del Sur. As a 

Bangsamoro youth, this is the first time 

since the Marawi siege that I have been 

struck by the passion that my fellow 

youth are displaying. Throughout all the 

calamities and human crisis, they have 

become the epitome of volunteerism.

Challenges and Gaps

Various challenges are to be expected during 

BARMM’s transition stage. First, there is the 

transition from being members of a rebel 

group to becoming participants in electoral 

politics. This was honestly pointed out by 

Chief Minister Murad who admitted that “It 

is a challenge to transform our organization 

into a structure of governance. As head of 

government, my life is different from what it 

was as head of a revolutionary organization” 

(cited in Abuza and Lischin 2020: 10-11).

According to Zachary Abuza and Luke 

Lischin in their 2020 study of BARMM, the 

leaders of insurgencies tend to be secretive 

and autonomous from their constituents. 

As a result, the transition to a transparent 

and accountable decision-making style is 

never an easy one. This makes democratic 

governance even more important since 

it ensures greater participation in 

decision-making. This is then enhanced 

by moral governance with its emphasis on 

transparency and accountability. 

Another challenge involves the hiring of 

personnel, particularly for the BARMM 

website’s job portal. Some people from 

my community believe that it is pointless 

and absurd to apply for a job since officials 

will simply pick people who are personally 

close to them. According to Abuza and 

Lischin, “politicians, academics and other 

actors involved in the peace process have 

voiced concern that Murad continues to 

consult and empower his MILF comrades, 

who have little law-making expertise, 

instead of BTA members who had served 

in the previous ARMM government” 

(2020: 11). If we continue with this culture 

that depends on “backers,” we will have a 

distorted governance with overqualified yet 

hopelessly unemployed citizens. 

A recent “talk of the town” was BARRM’s 

supposed negligence of LGUs. But unless 

Cabinet Bill No. 58 or the BARRM Local 

Government Code is enacted, the regional 

government will have no direct control 

over the local governments since they are 

still governed by Republic Act No. 7160 
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or the Local Government Code of 1991 

(Bangsamoro Information Office 2020b). 

This means that LGUs are still under 

the direct supervision of the national 

government, through the Department 

of the Interior and Local Government 

(DILG). But if the proposed BARRM 

Local Government Code is passed into 

law, then the interaction between and 

among the regional government, the local 

governments, and the national government 

will be clarified. 

We also have to consider the political 

dynamics among the different Bangsamoro 

ethnic groups. If we look closely, on the one 

hand, M’ranao, Maguindanaon, Yakan and 

Samal peoples are generally supportive of 

the Moral Governance framework. Some 

Tausug leaders, on the other hand, have 

espoused the cause of federalism, hoping 

that they could attain their own autonomy 

called Bangsa-sug. Because of these 

dynamics, we are still a divided Muslim 

nation craving for its own Islamic republic. 

But the most difficult challenge facing 

BARMM is that of extremism. There are 

several militant and extremist groups 

operating in the region. These include the 

Islamic State of Lanao (also known as the 

Maute Group), Ansuar Khalifa Philippines, 

and the Bangsamoro Islamic Freedom 

Fighters (BIFF), which have all pledged 

allegiance to the Islamic State. 

According to Abuza and Lischin, “As 

long as Marawi reconstruction remains 

stalled and as long as people cannot 

return home, the promise of revenge 

and financial assurances being offered 

by groups aligned with the Islamic State 

will remain appealing to the displaced 

and the dispossessed” (2020: 18). This is 

not surprising. It seems as though all the 

political and religious conflict seen from 

different parts of the globe are condensed 

in this tiny province of Mindanao. With this 

in my mind, I am reminded of K-pop fans 

who actively express their views on a host 

of topics including politics and religion.

Completing the Puzzle

The ongoing work of Government Watch 

(G-Watch) in Muslim Mindanao began 

Photo source: Almirah Tabao AminPhoto source: Manman Dejeto, MindaNews
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when its Convenor/Director, Joy Aceron, 

accepted an invitation from the Coalition 

of Moro Youth Movement (CMYM) to 

attend the 8th Moro Youth Peace Camp 

held on March 10, 2019 and delivered a 

lecture on accountability. Prompted by the 

positive response from both the audience 

and organizers, G-Watch began devising 

a multi-sectoral and multi-level citizens’ 

monitoring initiative that is customized for 

the unique context of Muslim Mindanao. To 

achieve its objective, G-Watch organized 

several activities to promote the concept of 

accountability, and to recruit future citizen-

monitors.

That same year, G-Watch Marawi was 

created, with a core group consisting 

of youth advocates from different 

organizations and government agencies. It 

quickly undertook a series of monitoring 

efforts on the Marawi Rehabilitation 

program. The results of the monitoring 

were then presented on November 

28, 2019 during the G-Watch National 

Meeting in Pasig City.  And this was only 

the start. G-Watch Marawi’s next 

monitoring initiative focused on the 

Pantawid Pamilyang Pilipino Program 

(4Ps) and its intended beneficiaries. 

The group also organized several 

awareness-raising activities to popularize 

the concept of good governance among 

the Bangsamoro people. This included the 

core group’s participation in Government 

Watch’s national awareness-raising event 

dubbed as Ako, Ikaw, Tayo May Pananagutan 

(AIM-P). With the theme “Kabataan, Pusuan 

ang Pananagutan,” the event was marked 

by simultaneous activities in Marawi and 

in nine other G-Watch sites. A tent was set 

up inside the campus of Mindanao State 

University (MSU) where an art exhibit was 

held. The activity was simple, but it had a 

huge impact on the youth who went to see 

the exhibit. 

The core group also wanted to organize 

a monitoring training for Sangguniang 

Kabataan (SK) officers. But we were forced 

to cancel the activity due to the pandemic. 

Nonetheless, G-Watch Marawi pushed on 

with its independent validation of the Social 

Amelioration Program or SAP (See the box 

below for the result of the SAP independent 

validation in Lanao Del Sur). We covered 

four barangays in Marawi (Cabingan; 

Cadayonan II; Lomidong; Rapasun) and one 

barangay (Madanding) in the municipality 

of Maguing, Lanao del Sur, and the findings 

were uploaded on the G-Watch website and 

on its social media page. The validation was 

soon followed by a consultation-forum in 

the five participating barangays.

Photo source: Almirah Tabao Amin

Photo source: G-Watch Marawi
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A. Profile of Respondents

B. Amount Received

• Among the 200 respondents, there are 183 (91.5%) who 

received Social Amelioration Program (SAP) assistance 

and 17 (8.5%) who did not receive the SAP assistance. 

• 82 (41%) respondents are 4Ps beneficiaries, 117 (58.5%) 

are non-4Ps beneficiaries, and 1 (0.5%) respondent did 

not answer.  

• The respondents’ ages range from 20-66 years old. 163 

(81.5%) of them are female and 37 (18.5%) are male. 

• 56 (28%) are from the youth sector, 135 (67.5%) are 

adults, and 9 (4.5%) are senior citizens. 

• 63 (31.5%) respondents belong to the “No Work, No 

Pay” sector;  27 (13.5%) are self-employed; 22 (11%) 

respondents are pregnant; 19 (9.5%) are solo parents; 

18 (9%) are lactating women; 12 (6%) are senior citizens; 

11 (5.5%) are farmers and 4 (2%) are PWDs; 12 (6%) 

identified themselves as renters; and the remaining 12 

(6%) respondents did not answer.

• From the 200 respondents, 183 (91.5%) respondents 

received SAP assistance, 10 (5%) did not, and 7 (3.5%) 

were disqualified.

• 121 (60.5%) respondents received Php 5,000; 52 (26%) 

received Php 3,650; 2 (1%) received PhP 3,600; 18 (9%) 

did not answer, and 7 (3.5%) said they were disqualified. 

• When asked about the amount that they received, they 

said that according to BARMM, the citizens are entitled 

to receive Php 5,000 (non-4Ps) and Php 3,600 (4Ps).

As for the amount of additional assistance given to the 82 

4Ps beneficiaries, the answers vary. 

• 19 (23.2%) respondents received Php 1,350; 4 (4.9%) 

received Php 600; 3 (3.6%) they received PhP 500; 3 

(3.6%) received Php 400; 1 (1.2%) received Php 300; 14 

Lanao Del Sur SAP Independent Validation Result and Findings
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(17.1%) said they received Php 200; 1 (1.2%) received 

Php 100; 14 (17.1%) received none; and 23 (28.1%) said 

that they were not sure.

 

When asked, they said they differ on 4Ps pay-out and 

assistance will also differ from one another.

Majority or 136 (74.3%) respondents received their SAP 

assistance last May 2020; 37 (20.2%) on April 2020; and 10 

(5.5%) said they cannot remember. 

This indicates a delay since the national standards set the 

distribution time in April.

• When we asked the respondents if they know someone 

who received SAP assistance but should not have been 

qualified, there were 102 (51%) respondents who 

answered no, and 98 (49%) said yes.

• When asked if they know someone who didn’t receive 

SAP but should, 115 respondents (57.5%) said yes, and 

85 respondents (42.5%) said no

• We also asked the 17 respondents who did not receive 

SAP if they think they should have been qualified and 

they all answered yes.

• Out of the 183 beneficiaries who received SAP 

assistance, 101 (55.2%) of the respondents filled up their 

SAP form personally, and 82 (44.8%) said that they did 

not. 

• 101 (55.2%) said they filled up the form before the pay-

out and 82 (44.8%) did not answer. 

• When asked if they have their own copy of the filled-up 

SAP card, 100 (54.6%) said yes, 43 (23.4%) answered no 

and 40 (22%) did not answer. 

C. Schedule of Payout

D. Beneficiary Qualification

E. Right Process
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F. Grievance Redress 

Mechanism and Hotlines

G. On Performance and 

Trust Ratings

• 130 (71%) out 183 SAP beneficiaries said that the 

DSWD went to their house for validation while 43 

(23.5%) said there were no validation that happened. 

10 respondents (5.5%) did not answer.

• Out of the 200 respondents, 146 (73%) said that they 

do not know of any hotline or GRS. Only 40 (20%) 

respondents said that they know the hotline and GRS 

of SAP, while 14 (7%) did not answer. 

• When asked if they used the hotline or GRS, only 

4 (2%) answered yes. 189 (94.5%) respondents 

answered no, and 7 (3.5%) did not answer.

• All of those who used the hotline or GRS said that 

there were no response. They further commented that 

the hotline was not useful.

The respondents were asked to rate their trust on the 

DSWD, Municipal/City government and Barangay with 10 

as the highest rating. 

• The Barangay had a high trust rating from the 

respondents, with 160 (80%) of them giving scores 

between 8-10. 33 (16.5%) respondents gave moderate 

scores (4-7), and only 7 (3.5%) gave low scores (1-3).

• For DSWD, 122 (61%) of the respondents also gave 

them high scores, 74 (37%) gave them moderate 

scores, and 3 (1.5%) gave low scores. 1 (0.5%) 

respondent did not answer.

• For the Municipal/City government, only 86 (43%) 

respondents gave them high scores, 63 (31.5%) gave 

moderate scores, and 50 (25%) gave low scores. 1 

(0.5%) respondent did not answer.

When asked to score how much they understood the 

SAP guidelines (1 being the lowest and 10 as highest), 

115 (57.5%) gave high scores, 53 (26.5%) gave moderate 

scores, and 4 (2%) gave low scores. There were 28 (14%) 

respondents who did not answer.
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G-Watch defines social accountability 

as the processes and actions by which 

accountability in the use of public resources 

and authority is enhanced through 

civil society/ citizen engagement with 

government for the claiming of entitlements, 

protection of rights and advancement 

of efficient and responsive government 

(Aceron 2018; Fox and Aceron 2016). This 

was further elaborated by Aceron who 

characterized accountability as “the process 

by which those in power are made to answer 

for their decisions, actions and inaction; to 

perform their obligations and mandates set 

in laws and norms; and to respond to citizen 

demands and voice” (G-Watch 2019).

In Islam, social accountability falls into a 

very unique and general perspective that 

is reflected from an inward source and 

represents the capacity of a leader to rule 

over himself (self-accountability) and others 

(social accountability). This outlook is not 

only political but also a theological one. 

In their article entitled “Accounting and 

Accountability in Religious Organizations,” 

Hassan Basri and his fellow Muslim 

academics pointed out that, “Every Muslim 

has an account with God, where all their 

actions, whether good or bad, are recorded 

and accounted for. Indeed, this concept 

constitutes a core message of Islam which 

applies to the political, social, and individual 

realms” (Basri et al. 2016).

In Islam, a leader is expected to be fully 

accountable and transparent, not only 

because he believes in social accountability, 

but also because he is fully aware that the 

position that he has is an Amanah or “Trust” 

from both God and the people. Therefore, 

leaders who possess proper moral values 

should not be afraid to perform their sworn 

obligation, reach out and respond to people, 

and be answerable for the decisions that 

they make.

Prospects for the Future

Just as it requires time and effort to 

transform oneself, so does transforming 

the government. The question now is how 

can the new BARMM government maintain 

its principle of Moral Governance. For 

Moral Governance to succeed, it has to be 

a product of healthy spiritual and mental 

well-being both at the level of the self (self-

accountability) and the level of society 

(social accountability). 

To achieve the changes I want to see, I do 

not rely on the government alone. I am 

also challenging the citizens of BARMM 

to participate in the quest for better 

governance. If we do this, then maybe we 

can reclaim our Islamic Pride and enfold it in 

our political and religious quest.

Photo source: G-Watch Marawi
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